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Abstract. This paper gives insights into the ADEPT project. Its target was to
develop a next generation process management technology, which is by orders of
magnitudes more powerful and flexible than contemporary process management
systems. The ADEPT technology should provide advanced features and properties within one system, which seem to exclude each other, but which are required
for the support of a broad spectrum of processes: ease-of-use for end users and
system developers, high flexibility through the support of non-trivial ad-hoc deviations at the process instance level, quick implementation of process changes
through process schema evolution, and correctness guarantees enabling robust
execution of implemented processes. This paper describes the background and
the real-world cases which motivated our research. It further explains the technological challenges we faced, describes the solutions we elaborated, and discusses
the current status of the ADEPT project.

1

Background - how all began

In 1992 we started the OKIS1 project - a pretty large and broadly defined 3-years research project funded by the State of Baden-Württemberg. In this project several clinics, medical service units, and the computing center of our university hospital were involved. The goal of OKIS was to develop a concept for a cross-organizational, clinical
information system that is able to integrate autonomous, heterogeneous departmental
systems as well as to offer services across system boundaries (e.g., scheduling, resource
management, and medical data exchange). At the beginning of OKIS we looked at many
aspects of hospital information systems to understand the different types of relevant
information, the different kinds of information systems involved (e.g., radiology information system, picture archiving and communication systems, and lab systems), the
privacy issues, the different types and roles of doctors and nurses, characteristic properties of planning and scheduling tasks, and so forth. We further investigated new developments (at that point in time) like electronic patient record, communication servers,
medical guidelines, and computer-assisted medical diagnostics in order to understand
which features a modern hospital information system should have [1].
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The challenge of the service layer we wanted to develop was rather clear in an early
stage of the project: Due to the heterogeneity of the underlying systems and the evolutionary nature of the clinical domain one has to decouple service provision from service
implementation. However, the discovery of services and their usage must not be complicated. Therefore, long before web services came into the game, we had elaborated
the concept of a cross-organizational “service bus” (that we called “software bus” in
[2]; see Fig. 1) into which new services can be easily plugged in such that application
programs (providing the end-user interfaces) can use them.

Fig. 1: OKIS software bus [2]

While working on many different aspects of the overall problem we got the dim
feeling that providing data integration together with some electronic services would
be an improvement, but not be the big step forward our colleagues from the university
hospitals were hoping for. Therefore, we had additional discussions with them as well as
other clinical staff members, and also took a closer look at the clinical workday. During
these activities it became more and more clear that the really big problem was not the
inconvenient access to medical data. The much bigger and more challenging problem
was the non-existing support of the clinical processes! These processes were only in
the users’ minds. Notes on paper or entries in a calendar system were the only help for
physicians and nurses to not forget things. No active process support or assistance by an
information system was provided to avoid problems like omission errors, unnecessarily
pending tasks, or non-optimal task sequences (see [3] for a description of the problem).
This meant that services provided by the Software Bus should be offered to users in a
process-oriented way.
We got fascinated about this challenge and we were convinced that a software technology, which is able to cope with clinical processes, would be also adequate for many
other domains and enable completely new perspectives for information management
2

systems. Therefore, in 1995 we decided to start the ADEPT2 project as a dedicated
research activity in that subject area. At the beginning we were confronted with many
problems and questions, not knowing where to start with and also not knowing which
aspects were highly relevant for the final solution and which ones could be neglected.
Nevertheless we made a decision which should guide and determine our whole research
until today: "We face the clinical reality - we do not define any problem away!" This
motto resulted in the insights, requirements, and technological challenges described in
this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some insights into the clinical reality and identifies major requirements. Section 3 describes
relevant challenges and the research areas of the ADEPT project. Section 4 discusses
the overall technological challenges and the general “vision” of the ADEPT project. In
Section 5 we present some of the achievements made. Section 6 describes the current
development status and the transition from a research prototype to an industrial product.
Finally, Section 7 concludes with a summary.

2

Facing the clinical reality

Our initial insights into relevant requirements were derived from the OKIS project.
Following this, from 1996 to 1997 we performed a dedicated workflow project with
Siemens-Nixdorf and our Women’s Hospital. In this project we analyzed and documented the core processes of this hospital, investigated organizational aspects (e.g., actor responsibilities, substitution rules, or legal regulations), and evaluated what kind of
exceptional cases had occurred in the past and how good they were “predictable”. These
insights were extremely helpful for us to extend and refine the requirements identified
in the OKIS project, and to evaluate any suggested solution against these real-world
scenarios [4]. The issues described in the sequel represent consolidated insights from
both projects (and are valid until today).
Robustness. By nature, clinical information systems should be highly reliable. However, process-aware information systems (PAIS) are inherently more complex than traditional function- and data-centric information systems, simply because of the fact that
the incorporated process support is another source of errors. In traditional information
systems the processes are more or less only in the users’ minds [5]. Of course, humans also make mistakes when performing processes, but these errors are typically not
charged to the information system. However, once processes are directly supported by
a PAIS, all process-related errors (e.g., deadlocks or program crashes due to missing
input data) will now be charged to the PAIS and will directly affect its acceptance.
Flexibility and adaptivity of the clinical processes must not be restricted. In a clinical environment any PAIS will not be accepted by users if rigidity comes with it. Deviations from the standard procedure constitute the normal case, and physicians and
2
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nurses are accustomed to perform such deviations. The physician always has the ultimate professional authority and responsibility regarding decisions about diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures. No computer program and thus no PAIS is allowed to overrule
or to restrict the doctors’ judgment. Being faced with this aspect it became clear that any
kind of process technology that does restrict flexibility will fail in such a domain. However, the demand for flexibility is not only present in hospitals, it can be found in almost
all domains (e.g., [6–11]). No enterprise can take the risk to become inflexible, i.e., to
be unable to quickly and flexibly react on changes in the market or in legal conditions,
on detected inefficiencies in their processes, or on exceptional situations [10].
The support of clinical processes cannot be simply restricted to document-centered
workflows, which would make the realization of a PAIS much easier, because any technological solution could then concentrate on control flow and would not have to deal
with data flow issues.3 Instead, we are faced with the full spectrum of process support
ranging from simple form- or document-based, human-centric workflows to production
workflows with manual activities, automatic activities, and need for application integration. In addition, runtime flexibility cannot be restricted to simple adjustments of a
process schema (e.g., by replacing one activity by another), but more complex structural
changes at the process instance level should be possible as well. For example, an ongoing treatment process might have to be changed to a large extent due to the physical
reaction of the patient on his current medical drugs. However, such process flexibility
must not lead to a high risk of PAIS failures at runtime or to a significant increase of
the complexity when developing application functions. The great challenge for us was
to find a solution which ensures a high degree of runtime flexibility on the one hand,
and robustness as well as ease of use on the other hand.
Ease of use. Although listing this requirement may sound like the typical lip service,
we considered ease of use as very important for a broad usage of process management
technology in the clinical domain (and not only there). Clinical staff works under high
time pressure, must often deal with exceptional situations, and is constantly confronted
with an information overload [3, 12]. This situation especially applies to university hospitals which typically receive all complicated treatment cases that ordinary hospitals are
not able to handle. In addition, university hospitals educate physicians and nurses; i.e.,
there are many staff members who are not very experienced. This, in turn, increases the
pressure on clinical staff. Some staff members have stress because of their own missing
routine and experience, while others suffer from stress because they have to supervise
the less experienced colleagues in addition to their own duties. Therefore, any PAIS
which increases this stress because of complicated handling will not be successful.
Ease of use must not only be achieved for end users, but should also hold for the
developers of processes and corresponding application services. The problem is that
ease of use for users does not come for free; i.e., somebody has “to pay the price”.
Supporting ad hoc changes at the process instance level, or changing a process schema
at the process type level and propagating these changes to running instances, requires
a profound understanding of basic PAIS concepts (e.g., correctness of process models)
3
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as well as deep knowledge about PAIS internals (e.g., the physical representation of
process instances at the machine level). If such a detailed and system-near knowledge
is required for process administrators or application programmers in order to avoid
PAIS failures in the context of dynamic process instance changes, the battle will be lost
before it will have begun.

3

Challenges

Taking all together, the ease of use aspect was probably the most influential one for
our whole research. However, ease of use has different aspects and can be regarded
from different perspectives: the end user, the process implementer, and the application
developer. Our goal was to develop a technology which enables ease of use for all
of them. Sections 3.1 to 3.3, therefore, focus on this aspect. Other important aspects,
addressed in the ADEPT project as well, are discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
3.1

Challenge: Ease of use for process implementers

Ease of use for process implementers is influenced by several factors. An important
one is how complicated it is to create a new process schema; i.e., which constructs
and symbols are offered by the used process meta model, what is their semantics, how
intuitive is their usage, and what kind of meta model related constraints have to be
obeyed during process modeling? And it is also important that the process meta model is
expressive enough. As another relevant factor process implementers should not need to
know any implementation detail about the application functions the activities of a given
process schema shall be associated with; i.e., for them, preferably, there should be no
differences whether an application function is implemented as web service, Java library
routine, or call interface to a legacy system. Instead, these application functions should
all look like procedures or methods having input/output parameters. Finally, ease of use
for process implementers is also significantly influenced by the implementation effort
becoming necessary at their side in order to ensure that the composed process will be
executable without runtime errors (e.g., concerning testing). From the very beginning it
was clear for us that these factors must not exclude each other, but have to be considered
in conjunction.
To speed up application development we pursued the idea of process composition
in a “plug & play” style complemented by comprehensive correctness checks [13, 14]
(cf. Fig. 2). Our target was to accomplish these checks in such a way that runtime errors during process execution can be excluded to a large extent. As prerequisite, data
flows and other dependencies among application services, which are relevant for their
execution order, must be somehow made known to the PAIS to be incorporated into
the correctness checks. From our practical experiences it further became clear that intuitively usable modeling constructs and automated correctness checks alone will be
not sufficient. A too liberal process meta model may result in too many undetected
(semantical) modeling errors when checking correctness.
Another important issue concerns changes at the process type level. In the clinical domain it is very important that applied treatment procedures reflect the prevailing
5
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3.3

Challenge: Ease of use for end users

Ease of use for end users includes adherence to typical human factors when designing
a user interface; e.g., placement of information at the desktop, arrangement of entry
fields, use of buttons, or selection of colors. We also experimented a little bit with
user interface design, but this was not our primary focus. Instead, we studied how to
make ad-hoc deviations at the process instance level as simple as possible, such that
- in principle - a doctor or nurse can perform them autonomously (supposed that they
have the permission to do that [18, 19]). From the above explanations it should become
clear that every solution approach that requires from users a deeper understanding of
system internals (e.g., “process states” and “data flows”) would have to fight with big
acceptance problems. And such approach would completely fail if it had been the user’s
responsibility to ensure that their ad-hoc changes do not lead to any subsequent runtime
errors in the execution of the modified process instance. No doctor or nurse would
accept to take this risk!
An end user interface for ad-hoc changes has to provide a sufficient level of abstraction. Users should only express what they want to be changed, but it should be the
PAIS’ task to figure out how to do that (in case the change is admissible). Fig. 3a-h illustrate how the interaction between PAIS and end user may look like, presuming that the
user is able to understand the meaning of a simplified (i.e. abstracted) process graph.
Regarding this example assume that during the execution of a process instance (e.g.,
the treatment of a certain patient under risk) an additional lab test becomes necessary.
Assume that this has not been foreseen at process implementation time (cf. Fig. 3a). As
a consequence, this particular process instance will have to be individually adapted if
the change request is approved by the system. After pressing the “exception button” (cf.
Fig. 3b), the user can specify the type of the intended ad-hoc change (cf. Fig. 3c). If an
insert operation shall be applied, for example, the system will display the application
functions that can be selected in the given context (cf. Fig. 3d). These can be simple
or complex application services, interactive or automatic application functions, or even
complete processes. Following this, the user simply has to state after which activities(s)
in the process the execution of the newly added activity shall be started and before
which activities(s) it shall be finished (cf. Fig. 3e). If the activity to be inserted requires
additional data for its input parameters, the PAIS will have to suggest the insertion of an
appropriate auxiliary task. Finally, the system checks whether or not resulting process
instance adaptations are valid (cf. Fig. 3f and Fig. 3g). All the validations needed to
avoid runtime errors in the sequel as well as the necessary adaptations of the process
structure, data flow, and instance state should be completely performed by the PAIS.
In addition, the PAIS should allow for “intelligent” adaptations. For example, in order
to enable a maximal degree of freedom in executing the newly added task, it should
be insertable in parallel to the activities which are located between the ones marked
as “after” and “before” in Fig. 3e (except that data flow dependencies require a more
restricted execution).
Note that this example illustrates a rather simple user interface. If more sophisticated, knowledge-based user interfaces are needed (e.g. [20–22]) this dialog can be
simplified or even omitted. However, our process studies also revealed that ad-hoc
changes are not always that simple. In certain cases it is not sufficient to only replace
7
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one activity by another or to just add a single activity directly before or after the currently activated one. And it is also not predictable in advance which parts of the process
may be affected by a change. Therefore, we must also enable comprehensive structural
changes that may rearrange large parts of the process or even completely replace them.
Such complex changes are certainly beyond that what normal end users are able to do.
Instead they require someone with appropriate knowledge in process modeling and process change. Such a person should have an interface which offers a comprehensive set
of change operations. However, also in this case the PAIS should ensure robustness of
the modified process instance.
In environments where exceptions and thus ad-hoc deviations occur rather frequently, it is often desirable to use a knowledge management system to support the
user in detecting whether or not a similar exception already occurred in the past. Such
a component should store which decisions were made with which success to solve the
problem. By coupling it with the PAIS, it would become possible to conveniently “recycle” previous decisions and to automatically reapply changes at the process instance
level [23–25, 22].
Not directly related to ease of use, but also important for end users are response
times in connection with ad-hoc changes. Especially in the clinical domain, very likely,
ad-hoc changes often will have to be performed under time pressure. Therefore, response times of the PAIS in the range of several seconds or even minutes (e.g., to decide
on the correctness of an intended ad-hoc change) are not acceptable. (Usually 3 seconds
of response time are considered as upper limit for interactive tasks.) This means that the
resulting solution must also use efficient algorithms for adapting process instances and
for checking their correctness. Further, they must ensure short response times for scenarios in which many process instances are simultaneously executed by the PAIS. And
the latter will be the normal case in large-scale environments where thousands of process instances are concurrently executed at the same time [26].
3.4

Complex ad-hoc changes and schema evolution

As discussed in Section 3.3 a PAIS should allow to handle all kinds of exceptional situations. In order to enable this without need for circumventing the PAIS, arbitrarily
complex ad-hoc changes at the process instance level must be possible; e.g., authorized users should be allowed to move activities or whole process fragments to another
position in the process graph.
Another important change aspect is to enable process schema evolution at the type
level. Like other companies, hospitals are continuously adapting their organizational
structures, are changing staff responsibilities, are outsourcing or insourcing tasks, and
so forth in order to improve their (business) processes or to adequately react on changes
in legislation or market demands. Many of these changes directly affect the processes
supported by their (clinical) PAIS, i.e., these processes have to be adapted accordingly.
While in some cases only simple attribute changes are required (e.g., to adapt the staff
assignment rule of an activity), in others complex structural changes of the process
schema become necessary. In case of short-running processes, usually, it is sufficient
to finish the already started process instances according to the old process schema,
while new process instances refer to the new schema. However, at the presence of long9

running processes (months up to years) or in case of important and pressing changes
this is not sufficient. Then it must be possible to perform process schema evolution,
i.e., to migrate the process instances to the new schema version. Note that this also includes process instances which have been individually modified. - This is typical for
today’s environments where processes are executed manually; it will be hard to accept
for companies if a PAIS does not support that. Both, complex ad-hoc changes and process schema evolution must be easy to accomplish for process experts. They should not
require deep knowledge about system internals and not require to modify processes at
a low level of abstraction.
3.5

Further requirements and challenges

To stay focused this paper concentrates on the technological challenges related to the
described ease-of-use aspects showing how they influenced our solutions and how we
dealt with the constraints we had to obey. In order to give a somewhat more complete
picture of the problem domain, however, we want at least briefly mention some other
challenges we were also confronted with.
Hospitals and especially university hospitals are large enterprises comprising many
specialized clinics, having a large number of employees (often several thousand), and
being confronted with thousands of “cases” (i.e. patients) which must be handled simultaneously. Therefore, any PAIS which does not scale up and which does not work
in a cross-organizational setting will fail in such an environment. As the clinics of a
university hospital may be geographically dispersed, it is rather unrealistic to assume
that a centralized PAIS will always be the appropriate solution. Instead, concepts for
the flexible, distributed execution of processes had to be found [27, 26, 28, 29].
Hospitals are often confronted with patients having multiple injuries, e.g., as a result
of a traffic accident. Assume that such a patient has a broken leg and some injury to his
head which have to be treated. It is not very likely that a process schema exists to
handle these two injuries in common. Instead, a process schema for handling injured
extremities and another for dealing with head injuries may exist. Obviously, as they
affect the same patient in this case, they cannot be executed completely independent
from each other. Problems of this kind require concepts for inter-process coordination
[30, 31].
Deadlines and temporal constraints play an important role in the clinical domain as
well. Typically an appointment (e.g., for performing a surgery) is made for a certain day
and time which requires some preparatory activities. These should be scheduled at the
appropriate points in time and warnings should be given by the PAIS if processing of the
remaining activities at normal speed would jeopardize the deadline. Or in preparation
of an examination the administration of some drug might become necessary. This drug
should be administered not too early and not too late to achieve the desired effects.
Future PAIS should therefore incorporate appropriate support for temporal constraint
management [3, 32].
Finally, there are other challenges we have dealt with, but which we cannot discuss
in detail. They include issues related to the learning from changes [33, 34], the efficient
representation of changes in adaptive PAIS [35, 36], the visualization of business pro10

cesses [37], and the evolution of organizational models and corresponding access rules
[38, 18, 39].

4

Technological challenges and our vision

The technological challenges elaborated in the previous sections can be summarized
as follows: We wanted to develop a PAIS which is by order of magnitudes more powerful and flexible than contemporary PAIS are, and whose change features are easy to
use for end users, process implementers, and application developers. This sounds like
a contradiction in itself, because we all know: “There ain’t no such thing as a free
lunch.” However, regarding the mentioned user groups for which ease of use shall be
achieved, we can see that one party is missing: the implementers of the fundamental
PAIS technology. And we had one shining example to follow which had enabled ease
of use by hiding the complexity beneath the surface: relational database technology. On
the one hand, it was the first database technology which made it possible to support at
the system level automatic query optimization, data independence from physical storage structures (relations, indexes), and powerful transaction-based concurrency control.
On the other hand, it offered a user interface (SQL) which was by orders of magnitudes
easier to learn and to use than the database interfaces before. And this was possible
because it was based on powerful theories (relational algebra, query optimization, concurrency control). - Our hope (and basic belief) was that we can achieve a similar effect
for PAIS if we are able to develop the adequate underlying theory.
Our ambition was to develop a technology for PAIS, which is broadly applicable,
i.e., not only to simple administrative processes, but also to highly dynamic and complex ones (e.g., diagnostic and therapeutic processes [40, 20, 21, 12]). The challenge
was to develop a technology which supports “correctness by construction” during process composition and which guarantees correctness in the context of ad-hoc changes
at the process instance level. This challenge was probably the most influential one for
the whole ADEPT project. It had significant impact on the development of the ADEPT
process meta model as well as on our work on process flexibility and process adaptivity.
It meant, in essence, the following:
1. We have to hide the inherent complexity of process-orientation (especially in conjunction with flexibility) as far as possible from system administrators and application programmers; i.e, we have to perform all complex things “beneath the surface”
in the process management system.
2. We have to provide powerful, high-level interfaces to application programmers,
based on which they can implement easy to use end user interfaces.
When developing the ADEPT process meta model we were in a dilemma. On the
one hand our analyses had shown that clinical processes can be complex structured;
e.g., comprising alternative/parallel branchings and loops. A process meta model should
therefore provide appropriate concepts to represent these structures adequately, i.e., it
should be expressive enough. On the other hand our goal was to enable comprehensive
and efficient correctness checks during process modeling as well as in conjunction with
ad-hoc instance changes. The available theoretical works on flexible processes at that
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time either required simple process models (e.g., without loops [41], or without considering data flow [41, 42]), or required expensive analyses to decide whether or not the
desired ad-hoc change can be granted [43].
Expressiveness of a process meta model has two major aspects: One is the ability
to model a large variety of control flow structures in terms of process patterns [44]. Another one is how easy the semantics of the meta model constructs or the resulting control
flows can be understood. First experiences indicated that process modeling based on
states and transitions (as used in Petri Nets for example) is not very easy to understand
for end users (i.e., doctors and nurses in our case). Another issue was that this notation
quickly leads to large process models due to many symbols. Opposed to that, Activity Nets [45] were much easier to understand, but this approach had other weaknesses,
including the missing support of loops and the context-dependent execution semantics
of nodes; e.g., depending on its context the syntactic symbol for an activity node may
represent a normal (sequential) node, an XOR split/join, or an AND split/join. We also
elaborated other formalisms (e.g., state and activity charts, rule based approaches), but
considered them not being appropriate for our purpose. Altogether the procedure of
defining the ADEPT process meta model was no easy task and lasted several months
during which we evaluated many aspects and their impact on the meta model and vice
versa. Most headaches were caused by two partially conflicting goals: expressiveness
and formal verification. All ideas were evaluated against the clinical processes we had
acquired in our hospital projects.
The resulting process meta model as illustrated in Fig. 4 (see [46, 47] for details)
does not look very fancy at first glance. However, its “ingredients” were carefully selected and complement each other. Thus the process meta model is very helpful with respect to formal verification, ad-hoc changes, and process schema evolution. Its strength
is the underlying theory which supports both correctness by construction and efficient
consistency checks [48, 49]. This theory precisely defines correctness criteria for the
ADEPT meta model (e.g., absence of deadlocks, no isolated nodes, all data flows correct under all possible executions). It defines a comprehensive set of change operations
with pre-/post-conditions which ensure that, if the desired change satisfies the preconditions, the resulting process schema will again be correct. The ADEPT change operations, for example, allow to serially insert an activity between two nodes, to insert it in
parallel or between two node sets, to move activities, to delete activities, and so forth.
All these operations obey that data flow correctness is not violated [48, 47].
Another important property of the ADEPT process meta model is that it incorporates not only the information on the current state at the instance level, but also information on how this state was reached. This allows to quickly decide whether a desired
ad-hoc change can be granted or whether it affects an already passed region of the process instance. The latter could (among other things) cause data flow problems and is
therefore prohibited (with some exceptions concerning loops [17]).
The block structuring of the process meta model was motivated by three aspects:
First, experiments have shown that they are easier to handle and to understand for users
when compared to unstructured process models. Second, it allows to restrict the area in
the graph which has to be analyzed in the context of ad-hoc changes. This, in turn, helps
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to speed up the required analyses [48]. Third, it significantly simplifies the resulting
structural adaptations of the process schema [49].

Fig. 4: ADEPT Process Meta Model

5

Achievements

The achievements described in the following refer to the ADEPT2 technology, and are
structured along the challenges identified in Section 3.
5.1

Achievement: Ease of use for process implementers

For process modeling, ADEPT2 provides an intuitive graphical editor. It applies a correctness by construction principle by providing at any time only those operations to the
process implementer which allow to transform a structurally correct process schema
into another one.
Operations are enabled or disabled according to which region in the process graph
is marked for applying an operation. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate this relationship.
In Fig. 5a no nodes are marked. As a result, all operations in Fig. 6a are disabled,
except Insert Data Element (which is not visible here). In Fig. 5b only activity “OrderProc” is marked and, therefore, those operations are enabled (cf. Fig. 6b) whose
effects comply with this selection (e.g., to insert a surrounding AND block, a surrounding XOR block, a surrounding loop block, or to delete the selected activity). In addition,
Insert Data Element (which is always applicable) is selectable again. In Fig. 5c two
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cates "end of marked area". Again, those operations are enabled whose effect is precisely defined by
such kind of marking (cf. Figure 6.c): In addition to the operations of the previous example, also the "
between" variants of these insertions are now enabled as well as the operation "Insert Node". At first
glance it may be astonishing that the marking illustrated in Figure 5.d only enables the operations illu
trated in Figure 6.d (plus "Insert Data Element"). However, only for these operations the effect is prec
defined by these markings. – Deficiencies not prohibited by this approach are checked on the fly and
reported continuously in the problem window of the Process Template Editor as illustrated in Figure 7
a)
b)
c)
d)
FigureFig.5:5:Markings
thegraph
process graph
Markings in the in
process

− 10 −
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Figure 6: Enabled change operations

Fig. 6: Enabled change operations
Another important goal was make the assignment of application functions or services to process steps as
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knowledge about implementation details of these components. However, this should not be achieved for
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from Fig. 5d, at first glance, it might be astonishing that only the operations depicted in
Fig. 6d (plus Insert Data Element) are enabled. However, only for these operations
the effect is precisely defined for the given markings.
Deficiencies not prohibited by this approach (e.g., concerning data flow) are checked
on-the-fly and are reported continuously in the problem window of the Process Template Editor (cf. Fig. 7). Another goal was to make the assignment of application functions to process steps as simple as possible; i.e., a process implementer should not
4
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Figure 7: Reporting of detected deficiencies
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Figure 7: Reporting of detected deficiencies
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Depending on the intended purpose of usage, an activity template can be very specific or rather generic. When using a specific template everything can be fixed; e.g., the
input and output parameters and all settings. In this case, the only remaining task for
the process implementer is to check whether the proposed mapping of input/output parameters to process data elements (i.e., the process variables used within this process to
communicate among activities) is correct. Using a specific database activity template,
for example, allows to fix the input and output parameters, the details of the database
used, the connection parameters, and the fully specified SQL statement. A more generic
Activity Template, in turn, may leave open the SQL statement, the number and types
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Templates. That is any developer who wants to provide a new application function or service will have to
implement a suitable activity template and put it into the Activity Repository. This makes an activity template available and accessible within the Process Template Editor during process modeling, as illustrated
in Figure 8. To simplify the implementation of such activity templates, ADEPT2 provides several levels of
abstraction.
At the lowest level ADEPT2 provides a so-called Execution Environment for each kind of basic operation
which ADEPT2 supports. Among others, ADEPT2 offers execution environments for SQL statements,
web services, EXE files, BeanShell scripts, basic file operations, system-generated forms, etc. However,
the implementation of an execution environment requires some knowledge about ADEPT2 internals and,
therefore, will typically not be the task of an ordinary application developer, but will be performed by system implementers.

Figure 8: Activity Repository Browser window in the Process Template Editor

Fig. 8: Activity Repository Browser window in the Process Template Editor
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of input and output parameters, or the settings for the database connection (in parts or
even completely).
5.2

Achievement: Ease of use for application developers

As discussed in the previous section, all application functions are represented by activity templates; i.e., a developer who wants to provide a new application function or
service must implement a corresponding activity template and add it to the Activity
Repository. This makes it then available and accessible within the ADEPT2 Process
Template Editor during process modeling (cf. Fig. 8). To simplify the implementation
of such activity templates, ADEPT2 provides several levels of abstraction. At the lowest
one ADEPT2 provides a so-called Execution Environment for each kind of basic operation supported by ADEPT2. For example, ADEPT2 offers execution environments for
SQL statements, web services, EXE files, BeanShell scripts, basic file operations, and
system-generated forms. However, the implementation of an execution environment requires some knowledge about ADEPT2 internals and, therefore, will typically not be
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the task of an ordinary application developer, but will be performed by system implementers.
An execution environment defines the set of methods needed to interact with the
ADEPT2 runtime system as well as to implement the operations and facilities that shall
be provided by the activity template. An activity template for database access, for example, may allow the user to specify connection details as illustrated in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Specifying connection details in a database activity template
Fig. 9: Setting connection details in a DB activity template

5.3

Achievement: Ease of use for end users

To provide ease of use for end users is mainly the task of application developers. They
decide how “manual” process activities interact with the end user. They also decide
whether the standard ADEPT2 workflow client is used or whether a dedicated client
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Figure 10: Database activity template with predefined SQL statement

5.3

Achievement: Ease of use for end-users

To provide ease of use for end-users is mainly the task of the application developers. They decide how
"manual" process activities interact with the end-user. They also decide whether or not the standard
ADEPT2 workflow client is used or whether a dedicated client shall be provided. An important prerequiste
for providing an easy to use end-user interface is to provide the appropriate functions to the application
developer. In Figure 3 we have shown how an interaction with the end-user could look like in order to
perform an ad hoc deviation. To implement a workflow client with such capabilities, the application develADEPT-CSRD--39.doc
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Figure 9: Specifying connection details in a database activity template

Figure 10: Database activity template with predefined SQL statement

Fig. 10: DB activity template with defined SQL statement

5.3
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make use of powerful system functions available at the ADEPT2 application programming interface (API):
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– Querying the activity repository (using some filtering) for available activities
– Marking the activity (or set of activities) after which the new activity shall become
selectable
– Retrieving from ADEPT2 the set of activities selectable as “end” activities for this
insertion
– Marking the activity (or set of activities) which shall serve as end activities
– Performing (tentatively) the insertion based on this information
– Checking the ADEPT2 report on detected errors (e.g. missing values for input parameter)
– Making the instance change persistent
Using this API one can also implement domain-specific clients. In [21], for example, a knowledge-based approach was used to perform most of the process instance
adaptations automatically without user interaction.
5.4

Achievement: Complex ad hoc changes and process schema evolution

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 illustrate how a non-trivial ad hoc change could look like. As example assume that a process instance wants to issue a request for a book quote using
Amazon’s web service facilities, but then fails in doing so. The user detects that his
process instance is in trouble and calls the system administrator for help. The system
administrator then invokes the ADEPT2 Process Monitor to take a look at this process
instance (cf. Fig. 11). Looking into the execution log of the failed activity he detects
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- Making the instance change persistent
However, using this API one can also implement completely different workflow clients. In [Grei05], for
example, a knowledge-based approach was used to perform most of these process instance adaptations
automatically without user interaction.

5.4

Achievement: Complex ad hoc changes and process schema evolution

As motivated in in Section 3.4, also complex ad hoc changes must be possible. Figure 11 and Figure 12
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Figure 11: Process Monitor: Monitoring Perspective
Fig. 11: Process Monitor: Monitoring Perspective
In order to do so, he would switch to the Instance Change Perspective of the Process Monitor which provides the same spectrum of change operations as the Process Template Editor. In fact, it 'is' the Process
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two nodes “Get Amazon offer” and “Get Amazon price” as source area and the nodes
“CheckSpecial Offer” and “Choose offer”
− 14 −as target area, and then perform the operaADEPT-CSRD--39.doc
tion Move nodes. The resulting process graph is depicted in Fig. 12. Another option
would be to move node “RetrieveSnailOffer” (where we are waiting for an E-Mail response) after “CheckSpecialOffer” as well. Then “CheckSpecialOffer” would become
immediately selectable and thus executable.
Assume now that the web service problem lasts longer than expected and, therefore,
the user may want to call Amazon by phone to get the price that way. In this case we
would ask the system administrator to delete the two activities in trouble and to replace
them with a form-based activity (which allows to enter the price manually and thus
provides the value for the data element previously written by activity “Get Amazon
price”).
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therefore, the user may want to call Amazon by phone to get the price that way. In this case we would ask
the system adminstrator to delete the two activities in trouble, to replace them with a form-based activity
which allows to enter the price manually and which would provide the value for the data element which
was previously served by the activity "Get Amazon price".
With respect to process schema evolution, important goals were to allow the full spectrum of change operations, to migrate both, not modified and individually modified process instances (as far as possible),
and to hide (at best all) the inherent complexity of performing all the necessary checks as well as the
required instance state adaptions as far as possible from the person in charge to perform this task. We
invested a lot of energy into this area in order to find an comprehensive solution to the problem [Rind04,
RRD04,RRD04b, RRD04c], but the results have justified these efforts.

Figure 12: Process Monitor: Instance Change Perspective

Fig. 12: Process Monitor: Instance Change Perspective
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process schema evolution is nearly as simple as editing a process graph during ordinary
process modeling. Like in the context of instance adaptations the Process Template Editor is invoked in a special mode such that it is aware that a new schema version is
derived from an existing one. After a new schema version is derived, one can ask the
ADEPT2 system to check which instances could be migrated to the new schema ver− 15 −
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sion and which not. These checks are based on well-defined compliance rules [17, 55].
Only if there is a rule which qualifies an instance as being “migratable”, it is considered
for migration, otherwise its execution continues on the old schema. For a more detailed
description we refer to [56, 17].

Process Designer /
Process Administrator

Fig. 13 illustrates the interaction with the ADEPT2 system in order to perform a
process schema evolution.
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For the user, i. e. the process designer or process adminstrator in this case, process schema evolution is
nearly as simple as editing a process graph during ordinary process modeling. The Process Template
Editor is (like above) invoked in a special mode so that it is aware that a new schema version is derived
from an existing one. After having created a new version, the system can be asked to check which instances could be migrated to the new schema. These checks are performed using a set of rules. Only if a
rule exists (and is enabled) which qualifies an instance as being "migratable", this instance is considered
for migration, otherwise it remains executing on the old schema. Figure 13 illustrates the interaction with
the ADEPT2 system in order to perform a process schema evolution. A more detailed description on this
subject can be found in [RRD04, Dada08].

Status of development: From ADEPT1 via ADEPT2 to
AristaFlow® BPM Suite

In 1998 with ADEPT1 a first powerful prototype of the ADEPT technology became
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goal was to design and implement in parts the ADEPT2 process management system,
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which comprehensively supports all the functionalities developed in the ADEPT and
AristaFlow project [64, 50].
The power of the ADEPT2 technology and the pre-versions demonstrating its capabilities attracted a number of companies. However, they could not base implementations
of a real PAIS on an experimental system, especially if its maintenance and further
development beyond 2007 was not assured. Therefore, at the beginning of 2008 we
founded a spin-off (AristaFlow GmbH, Ulm) as joint venture with industrial partners
to transfer ADEPT2 into an industrial-strength product version called AristaFlow BPM
Suite, and to provide maintenance support for it. The screen shots used for illustrating ADEPT2 features in this paper have been taken from a pre-version of this product.
The product version is now available for teaching and research purposes as well as for
commercial applications. 6

7

Summary

The research performed in the ADEPT project was motivated by problems we had identified in the clinical domain. This domain can be considered as “killer application” for
PAIS, because one has to cope with conflicting goals: robustness, flexibility, and ease
of use. To motivate the technological challenges we described our findings and insights
from this domain in some detail. The most influential decision was to follow the motto:
“We do not define any problem away”. We, therefore, never asked ourselves: “Given
a certain technology - what can we do with it?”, but we asked instead: “Given these
real-world problems - which kind of technology is needed to adequately address them?”
At the beginning, ADEPT was a “high risk” research project because it was completely
unclear whether or not this goal was achievable.
The resulting ADEPT technology has brought us further than we initially expected.
Due to its “correctness by construction” principle, it allows to model, modify, and deploy processes very quickly. Its capabilities for ad-hoc deviation in conjunction with
instantaneous checking of correctness does not only allow for the secure change of process instances, but also offers a complete new degree of freedom in modeling executable
workflows. For example, one can start to execute only partially modeled processes and
complement them during runtime. As example think of a project that will run three
years. For many projects, it is probably not very attractive to model from the very beginning in great detail what shall be performed in the third year. One can go even further
and, by starting with an empty process template, compose process instances on-the-fly
(and have nevertheless all the full support of the underlying process management system). Pre-modeling all possible exceptions one can think of makes the process graph
very complex and may allow execution paths which are undesired. With the ADEPT2
technology, one could separate exception handling from normal processing and use a
knowledge-based system to modify process instances only on demand [23, 24, 65].
For both ADEPT2 and AristaFlow, much effort has been undertaken to make the
API very powerful, but also easy to use. Experiences with first applications imple6

The AristaFlow BPM suite is provided free of charge to universities for research and educational purposes. Please visit www.AristaFlow-Forum.de for more information on that. For
commercial usage please visit www.AristaFlow.com.
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mented on the new platform and utilizing the provided change capabilities make us confident that we have achieved this goal [66, 11]. We believe that ADEPT2 and AristaFlow
show the capabilities, process technology will have to offer in future to be broadly applicable. It shows also that robustness, flexibility, and ease of use can be achieved in
conjunction with each other.
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